
Protokoll der Fachschaftssitzung
Semienglische Version

Fachschaft Mathematik der TU Darmstadt

18th November 2020

Starting time 18:00

End time 21:55

Participants Annika W., Armin, Carsten, Christopher, Daniel, Dennis, Gonne, Joscha,
Justus, Kate, Lara, Malte, Marc, Marcel, Max .y, Peter, Sara, Simon, Tom, Varun

Moderator Marc, Justus

Transcript Simon, Justus, Sara und Gonne

Newsletter Justus

Upcoming appointments

November 20. 18:00 Games Night
23. 20:00 Prä-Stuss
24. 11:00 Studienausschuss
25. 13:00–18:00 Tag der Lehre
27.–28. Fr 17 Uhr – Sa FreWe

Dezember 6. Charity Run
9. 14:00–16:00 TUCaN-Treffen

11. 9:50 FBR

Post and Mails

@ There will be a charity run for the “Verein für in Not geratene Studierende” (a charity
for students in need). It will take place on the 6th of December decentrally. You can
find more information and the registration at www.tu-darmstadt.de/spendenlauf
(only available in German right now).
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@ We received a list of dates and committee composition from the decanate.

Max has written us a postcard from Verona.

TODOs

BK-Zettel (Marc und Carsten; m/∞ für ein m ∈ N hinreichend groß)

Adventskalender (Daniel, Dennis, Kate, Lara, Nika; 0/1) Läuft.

SoFa (Marc; 10/2) Marc schreibt bald eine Mail. Ganz ganz ganz bestimmt.

Something heroic (Marc; 1/1) Marc did it! Whoooo!

Theaterkontakt (Theatermenschen; 0/2) What are the primary points of contact of the
theatre group?

TOP 1: Volunteering

During the last months the same four to five people stood up and volunteered for things
that noone else is doing. This situation could be improved by resolving to do some small
things from time to time. But it is also okay to just listen – everything is voluntary.

TOP 2: Crisis meeting (cutified)

Dennis has asked for the strategy by which assistants for courses have been assigned. In
master courses only two of them have been granted any assistance. Service and bachelor
courses had a priority over them.

Furthermore we have asked about the current status of insights of past exams. Currently
failed exams are prioritised over the rest.

Cornelia has heard that in some OWOs things were said that are sexist and hostile
against women. All present people condemn that.
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TOP 3: The heroes we need, not those we deserve.

We determine who is heroic enough to do various kinds of work for us.

Stuff to do Heroic People
email Daniel, Carsten, Simon
Fruit Simon
Webmaster Daniel, Sara, Joscha, Justus
Gender equality Kate
Social Media Carsten, Swantje, Leo, Sara
Flowers Annika W.
Newsletter Justus, Marc
Advent calendar Annika W., Daniel, Dennis, Kate, Lara
Manage WasGeht Simon, Justus, Gonne
Collect post Annika W.
Server minions ♥ Sara, Dennis, Lara, Peter, Gonne
Manage lockers Kate
Manage working spaces Tim
Wishlist Justus
Discord-Admins Finn, Jo, Hendrik, Lukas Buchschmidt, Tom, Peter
Nadelspiel Annika W.

Besides our heroes, we have to man multiple task forces.

AGn people
FUN-AG Catrin, Carsten, Justus, Christopher, Kate, Jan, Max

.s1, Manuel, Marko
Public relations Esther, Swantje, Max, Daniel, Marc
Theatre contact persons: a lottery2

Choir Malte, Felix, Swantje, Lorenz, Marvin, Moritz
WeiFei Annika W.
studi.treff Tom
Department’s Move Kate, Christopher, Daniel, Justus, Leo, Dennis, Peter,

Armin
Ball Gonne, Sara, Lukas F., Janika, Tim P.
MMA Annika J., Sara, Carsten, Annika W., Max .y, Sabrina

1Rüsges
2theater-orga@mathebau.de
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TOP 4: Keys for Annika W.

We decide unanimously that Annika Wolf gets a transponder for the Mathebau and a
key for our students councils office.

TOP 5: Report from the FBR

The FBR took place the week before last.

The dean of studies reported that the RMU cooperation with the universities in Mainz
and Frankfurt is still going on. We now have a common course catalogue. Moreover, it is
planned to have awesome colloquia together regularly.

The number of first-semester students stayed about the same. The proportion of student
teachers has risen.

The department thanked the OWO. The department’s preparatory course had 1 634
participants, which is 1 000 more than last year. The department created an promotional
video for the international master.

Our office of study affairs is severly understaffed. If you can prevent giving them more
(unnecessary) work, do that!

Our new dean Karsten Große-Brauckmann reported that the department’s saving meas-
ures were successful. There should be no more financial cuts in teaching from next
semester onwards.

TOP 6: Follow-up meeting for the OWOs

Last week, there was a meeting with the other student councils and several members of
central administration. As the meeting was long and much was said, the content will
only be presented in German. If there are questions, ask kind people.

TOP 7: Moodle link-opener for Android

Jonas Bernard has written an Android-App, which extends the Moodle-app for Android
in its functionality. If you click Moodle links this app opens them in the Moodle app
instead of the browser. Further information and download instructions can be found on
GitHub: https://github.com/JonasBernard/TU-Darmstadt-Moodle-Wrapper

We decide to mention this in the newsletter and add it to the IT tutorial.
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TOP 8: Office hours tool

Malte asks whether we would like to further curate the office hours tool. We spent some
time on it last term but it is probably only useful if most of the office hours are registered.
The office hours tool is generally received as useful.

We decide to send an e-mail via the list of assistants to advertise the tool.
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